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Subject Page 
Number

Subject Page 
Number

Art 4 Geography 29

DT 9 Spanish 31

Food 11 History 34

PE 17 English 37

Science 21 Maths 40

Computer Science 28 RE 42

Music 44

Idea Explanation

Make some flash 
cards or PowerPoint
slides.  Make top 
trumps. 

Write down key words, quotation, 
questions or equations on one side of 
a card.  On the other side, write the 
definition or answer.  Use them to 
test yourself.

Make a poster. Turn your notes into posters with 
lots of colour and illustrations.  
Summarising the key information in a 
different way is an effective way of 
learning and your brain will remember 
the colours more easily.  Do the title 
last!

Draw spider diagrams, 
or for the adventurous
mind maps.

Write the topic/keyword in the 
centre of your page.  Add everything 
you know in subtopics.  Then explore 
each subtopic in turn adding more 
ideas.  Colour/pictures help you 
recall.

Write a song or a rap. Are there songs that stick your head.  
Change the lyrics to the information 
you want to learn.  If you record and 
listen back it will be a more fun way 
of revising.

Plan a lesson If you teach something to someone 
else the chance of recalling it is 
really high.  This has been found to 
be the most effective way of learning 
something for the long term.

Write a story or comic
strip. 

Take the keywords or facts that you 
need to learn and turn them into a 
story or a cartoon.  The sillier the 
story the more likely you are to 
remember it.

Write a quiz.  
Design a game.

Playing is how we learn as young 
children and it is a very powerful way 
of learning throughout life.  If we 
enjoy the game it helps us remember.

Just reading through your books or a knowledge organiser is not 
always an effective way to revise.  Instead, you should do something 
with the information.  Choose an example of the revision methods on 
the pages or see if you can come up with another method.

The knowledge is evolutionary not revolutionary.  Approximately half 
the knowledge is new and half helps you revise.  Many of the 
activities are changing.  We hope you enjoy them.



2. Can I hide 

a story or 

poem to be 

found?

4. Can I share 

my reading 

journey over 

the last

week?

. 13 Can I 

read in an 

unusual &

unexpected 

place?

. 7 Can I 

discover what 

books mean 

to someone 

else?

5. Can I learn 

about a book 

from 

someone’s 
past?

. 12 Can I 

recreate a 

scene/poem 

using various 

materials?

11. Can I 

design my 

own reading 

den?

9. Can I 

create a 

paper chain 

of poetry?

1. Can I read 

aloud to a 

friend or 

relative?

. 14 Can I set 

up a news 

desk & give a 

report?

3. Can I 

deliver a 

speech from 

a character or 

public figure?  

. 8 Can I…

. 10 Can I gain 

a ‘7-day

streak’ of 
reading?

6. Can I…

15. Can I 

recreate a 

favourite book 

or comic cover?

16. Can I find an 

online video of 

an illustrator 

drawing and 

draw along?

17. Can I make 

an A-Z of 

authors, book 

titles or favourite

characters?

18. Can I 

make my own 

mini book?

Sharing the Love of Reading: 11-16-year olds



Art:  Fruit and Vegetables.

• Bird eye angle - pencil

• Side view – colouring pencil

• Bottom angle – biro study
• In year 9 this term we will be looking at Food in Art.

We will look at how artists have represented food in

their art work.

• You will make drawings and paintings of food at different 
scales hopefully from life.

• An artist who did this was Claus Oldenburg who enlarged 
everyday food items to huge sizes and displayed them in 
galleries and outside. Find out some facts about him.

These are some you could try to draw: Tomato, 

Peppers, Chilli, Lemon, Mango, Passion fruit, Cucumber, 

Strawberry, Apple, Pear, Eggplant



Year 9 Food Art. 

• Try Drawing a piece of food on a large scale:

1: Unhealthy Food called……

• Draw this food item in pencil and colouring pencil

2: Healthy food called……  

• Draw this food item in pencil and create a tonal collage  
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Describes writing notes, using 
images and explaining your 
thoughts to show the 
development of your work.

Step 1- Describe 
What is this an image of?  
What have you done here?  
What was this stage of the 
project for?

Step 2- Explain 
How was this work made?
How did you produce 
particular effects?  How did 
you decide on the 
composition?

Step 3- Reflect 
Why did you use these specific 
methods?  Why do particular 
parts work better than others?  
Why might you do things 
differently next time?

Annotation
3

1
Methods of Recording

Observational drawing Drawing from looking at images or objects

First hand observation Drawing directly from looking at objects
you

Second hand observation Drawing from looking at images of objects

Photographs Usinga camera or smartphone to record
class as first hand observation

Sketches Basic sketches and doodles can act as
a starting point for development

Stages of Drawing

Basic shapes Accurate shapes Detail Shade

Cross hatching Hatching Contour lines

Stippling Scribble Pattern

Tonal shade
Produce a range of tones by varying 
the pressure and layering consider 
using softer pencils for darker shades

Alternative shade techniques

A
rt K

e
y Stage

 3

images will 

in front of 

1- Formal elements are taught e.g. how to sketch and use tone to create a 3D effect. You will explore the colour wheel and how to use the basic materials in Art.
2-“The Greenman” – This project introduces you to facial proportions and how to blend oil pastels effectively.  We also learn about clay and create small 3D 
Greenman faces.  Examples of world renowned pieces of art are discussed.
3-“Perspective Landscapes”- This project introduces students to the concept of perspective and distance in Art. You learn about the technique of one-point 
perspective to create a feeling of depth in a landscape. 
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1 Formal Elements of Art

Composition Layouts

Rule of thirds – Place focal objects 

at 1/3 or 2/3 of the image 

horizontally or vertically.  Not in 

the middle

Balance elements.  If there 

is an emphasis on one side 

balance it out with smaller 

objects on the other

Simplify and fill. Enlarge or 

crop the image to fill the space

Use lines.  Lines will draw the 

viewer in, they don’t have to be 

straight, consider S or C

2

A Rough A Visual/

Maquette

Final Piece

A basic sketch of 

a final idea

A small image or 

model created in 

selected 

materials

An image or 

sculpture pulling 

all preparatory 

work together

3

A
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Knowledge Organiser: Year 9 Metal and Wood

Pine and MDF

Measuring, marking out and cutting pine to make a box

Pewter
Pewter is a grey metal which is made by mixing tin and lead. Pewter was often used in former times to 

make ornaments or containers for eating and drinking.  It’s melting point is about 240*C.

Pewter casting

Wood comes in 3 categories: 
soft wood, hard wood and 
manufactured wood.  They 
have different properties and 
are used for many things.Crucible for

Melting metal

Vice for holding
The mould

Leather gloves
To protect your
hands

MDF mould

Recognise what safety
equipment is needed
and when it is necessary

CAD mould
60mm x 60mm
Runner – where you 
pour in the pewter

Riser – allows the pewter to
fill a complicated mould by 
forcing the metal up the riser

2  File sharp edges
with a file

1  Cut off the sprue
with a junior hacksaw

4  Use wet and dry sandpaper
to smooth the pewter

5  Use a polisher to shine 
your metal keyring

Choose a wood joint, determined by what you are 
making and how  it will be used.

3  Use a pillar drill to
make a hole for your
keyring

Use a ruler to measure 
accurately, use a set 
square to mark accurate 
angles and use a tenon 
saw or fret saw to cut 
wood.

Life Cycle Assessment
Is a technique to assess environmental 
impacts associated with all the stages of a 
product's life from raw material extraction 
through materials processing, manufacture, 
distribution, use, repair and maintenance, 
and disposal or recycling.
LCA is also used in new product research 
and development, when environmental 
footprint is important to the future 
marketing or cost structure of a product.

FSC
The FSC system allows businesses and consumers to 
identify, purchase and use wood, paper and other 
forest products made with materials from well-
managed forests and/or recycled sources. FSC helps 
take care of forests and the people and wildlife who call 
them home. So you can keep your life full of forest 
products while keeping our forests full of life. Forests 
are good for us. They provide a great environment for 
hiking and other outdoor pursuits and are even proven 
to have therapeutic properties.
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Knowledge Organiser: Year 9 3D CAD/Rocket Car/Modelling

Modelling/Prototyping
It is always a good idea to make models of your ideas, before deciding on the final design. Models can be 

computer generated or manufactured by hand, to a scale. This will help you determine whether your idea is 
going to work or needs modifying. A model allows you to test your solution quickly and cheaply. You could ask 

your client / customer if the design is what they are looking for?

Iterative design is a design methodology based on a cyclic process of prototyping, testing, analysing, and refining 
a product or process. Based on the results of testing the most recent iteration of a design, changes and 
refinements are made

3D CAD
At Open Academy we use Solid Edge 3D CAD programme.

CAD (computer-aided design) software is used by architects, engineers, drafters, artists, and others to 
create precision drawings or technical illustrations.

Rocket cars

Modelling materials and equipment

Iterative Design Process

3D prototyping

Rapid prototyping is a group of techniques used to quickly fabricate 
a scale model of a physical part or assembly using three-
dimensional computer aided design (CAD) data. Construction of the 
part or assembly is usually done using 3D printing or "additive layer 
manufacturing" technology

Aerodynamics is the study of how gases interact with 
moving bodies. Because the gas that we encounter most 
is air, aerodynamics is primarily concerned with the 
forces of drag and lift, which are caused by air passing 
over and around solid bodies.

Automotive aerodynamics is the study of the aerodynamics of road vehicles. Its main goals are reducing 
drag and wind noise, minimizing noise emission, and preventing undesired lift forces and other causes of 
aerodynamic instability at high speeds. 
The most aerodynamic shape is typically known as the teardrop - it's the shape water forms when it runs 
down a window because it's been pushed into that position by the air flowing over it on the way down.

Rocket motor
The rocket motor is the device in the model that creates the 
thrust force that propels the car along the wire.  It creates 
the fire, smoke, and noise that make rocketry so exciting to 
watch.

Simple rocket launch detonator

The safety key is activated and 
causes a buzzer to sound.  This 
alerts the user that the launch 
button is ready. The launch 
button is pressed which heats 
the wire and ignites the rocket. 10



Health and Safety 

Cooking (75°C) The danger zone (5°C-63°C)

• Cooking food above 75°C kills
bacteria

• Re-heat food properly, only once. 
Reheat food so 75°C for at least 3 
minutes

• Check the food is 75°C with a 
temperature probe

• Bacteria can grow and multiply 
quickly between 5°C to 63°C. 

• This is called the danger zone
• The optimum temperature for 

bacterial growth is 37°C

Chilling (0°C – 5°C) Freezing (-18°C)

• Keeping food between 0°C and 5°C 
slows down the growth of bacteria

• This extends the shelf life of food
• Chilling food doesn’t change the 

properties much – food looks and 
tastes the same

• Freezing food below -18°C stops 
bacteria growing – they become 
dormant

• Freezing generally extends shelf 
life and the nutrients aren’t lost

• It doesn’t kill the bacteria though. 
They become active again once 
the food defrosts.

Storing food safely

Preparing self for cooking 
• Tie hair back to prevent hair and dandruff falling in food
• Take off coats and blazers 
• Wear an apron to prevent bacteria transferring from our 

clothes to our food 
• Wash hands with hot soapy water to kill bacteria

Preparing the room for cooking 
• Sanitise all work surfaces
• Check equipment is clean and dry
• Tuck all stools in as they can be a trip hazard 
• Put all high risk foods in the fridge to slow bacteria growth

Micro-organisms
Micro-organisms are tiny forms of life. They can only be seen under a 
microscope and are sometimes called microbes.  
They spoil food and make it unsafe to eat because they contaminate it with 
their waste products, their physical presence and the toxins they produce. 

What micro-organisms can spoil food and make it unsafe to 
eat?
There are three groups of micro-organisms that you need to know about that 
spoil food and cause food poisoning.  These are.. 
• Bacteria
• Moulds 
• Yeasts 

Micro organisms need 5 conditions to grow and multiply:
1. A warm temperature
2. Plenty of moisture (water)
3. Plenty of food
4. The right PH level (not too acidic or alkaline
5. Enough time (bacteria split every 10-20 minutes)

High risk foods
• High risk food have ideal conditions for bacteria
• High risk foods are ready to eat foods that could grow harmful bacteria
• They are moist and high in protein which is food for bacteria. 
• High risk foods have a short shelf life – you can’t keep them for long or the 

bacteria might multiply to dangerous levels.

Examples of high risk foods:
Cooked meat, fish and poultry, dairy products (eggs, cheese etc.), gravies, 
stocks and sauces, shellfish, cooked rice

Example exam questions:
What five conditions to bacteria need to grow and multiply? (5 marks) 
What is a high risk food?  (5 marks) 

Wash your 
hands after:
• Coughing
• Sneezing
• Tying shoe 

laces
• Going to the 

toilet 
• Touching 

hair or face 
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Nutrients 
Macro nutrients – needed in large quantities in the diet. The three macro nutrients are:  PROTEIN, CARHOHYDRATES, FAT
Micro nutrients – needed in small quantities in the diet. The two micro nutrients are: VITAMINS, MINERALS 

Nutrition

Carbohydrates
There are two types of carbohydrates, 
complex and simple. They are also known as 
starchy (complex) and sugary (simple). 

Food sources
Starchy – bread, rice, pasta, potatoes, bagels, 
oats, flour, cereal and some vegetables.
Simple – fruit, some vegetables, chocolate, 
sweets, biscuits, cakes 

Function
Starchy/complex carbohydrates are digested 
slowly meaning blood sugar levels gradually 
increase providing a slow, steady release of 
energy. (long term energy).
Sugary/simple carbohydrates are digested 
quickly and provide short term energy
Types: Starchy, sugary and fibrous 

Protein
Proteins are made up of amino acids, often 
referred to as the ‘building blocks’ of the 
body. Non-essential amino acids can be made 
by the body, how ever, essential amino acids 
cant be made by the body and we must get 
from the food we eat. 
High biological Value (HBV) proteins contain 
all the essential amino acids we need and 
generally come from animal sources. Low 
biological value (LBV) proteins are missing one 
of more essential amino acids and generally 
come from plant sources.

Food sources
HBV - beef, pork, lamb, poultry (chicken, 
turkey, duck), fish, cheese, butter milk 
LBV – beans, chickpeas, lentils, peas, nuts, 
seeds, found in smaller amounts in some 
vegetables such as spinach and broccoli. 

Function
Needed for growth from childhood to 
adulthood and the growth of nails, hair and 
muscle mass, repair of muscles, tissues and 
organs after illness or injury and to make 
enzymes for digestion and antibodies to stop 
us getting ill.
Types: High biological Value (HBV) and Low 
biological Value (LBV) 

Fat
There are two types of fat, saturated and non saturated.  
Saturated fats are classed as ‘unhealthy fats’, they are solid at 
room temperature and are generally animal based. 
Unsaturated fats are classed as ‘healthier fats’ and are liquid 
or soft at room temperature and come from plant based 
sources. 

Food sources
Animal –beef, chicken skin, processed meat (sausages, salami, 
pepperoni), bacon, butter, cheese, full fat milk
Plant – vegetable oils (sunflower, olive, rapeseed), avocado, 
nuts, seeds 

Function
Keeps us warm (provides insulation), secondary source of 
energy, protects vital organs and bones.

Example exam questions:
What are the two types of fat? (2 marks) 
Explain the difference between a HBV and LBV 
protein (6 marks) 
What percentage of our daily energy should 
come from fats? (1 mark) 
What are the main differences between 
saturated and unsaturated fats? (6 marks)
How can one make healthy choices when 
choosing complex carbohydrates? (2 marks)

Energy

Carbohydrates Fat Protein

Energy intake

50% -
carbohydrates

35% - Fat

15% - Protein 
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Obesity

What is it? 
It is very common, it affects roughly 1 in 4 adults in the UK. Body Mass Index 
(BMI) is often used to check if someone is overweight or obese. 

Causes
• An incorrect balance of energy – a person consumes more calories than they 

burn off. 
• Eating lots of foods high in fat and sugar
• Having a sedentary lifestyle (little or no physical activity) 

Health problems 
• Increases your blood pressure and raises cholesterol levels – this puts you at 

higher risk of coronary heart disease
• Greater risk of developing type 2 diabetes
• Breathing difficulties, tiredness and low self-esteem are all common

Coronary Heart Disease  (CHD) 

What is it? 
Your cardiovascular system consists of your heart and blood vessels. CHD is when 
coronary arteries (which supply the heart with blood fill of oxygen) are narrowed because 
they are filled with fatty deposits. 

Causes
• Eating lots of saturated fats
• Being physically inactive – exercise keeps the heart and cardiovascular system healthy 
• Smoking – this damages the lining of arteries
• High blood pressure 

Health problems 
• Chest pains (angina)
• Blood clots can form which suddenly block flow to the heart, the heart doesn’t get 

enough oxygen which can cause a heart attacked (which can be fatal) 

Dietary related health problems

Anaemia – can be caused by an Iron Deficiency 

What is it? 
Iron is needed to make red blood cells – these cells carry oxygen 
from the lungs and travel in your blood around your body. People with 
anaemia have a reduced amount of blood cells. 

Causes
• Not eating enough iron-rich foods 
• Women lose iron during their periods 
• Pregnant women lose iron to their baby during pregnancy 

Health problems 
Tiredness, pale complexion, heart palpitations, headaches, abnormal 
fingernails 

Diabetes

What is it? 
Diabetes lets your blood glucose levels run out of control. Insulin is a hormone 
that allows glucose to be absorbed by the body. If there is too much glucose in 
the blood, the pancreas produces insulin to reduce the blood glucose level. Type 
2 diabetes is a disorder where blood glucose levels stay too high – the pancreas 
either can’t produce enough insulin or the body resists it.

Causes
• Being over weight or obese
• Excessive sugar in the diet can leave to obesity, increasing the risk of type 2 

diabetes – this is affecting more young people.

Health problems 
• Poor eye sight, limb numbness, kidney failure and CHD.
• Tired and thirsty
• The body passes out glucose by passing urine more often

13



Too much sugar can cause:
1. Weight gain (which can lead to 

obesity)
2. Tooth decay
3. Diabetes (your body cannot 

produce enough/any insulin to 
regulate your blood sugar levels)

Too much salt can cause: 
1. High blood pressure (this can 

increase your risk of heart disease 
and a stroke). 

Too much saturated fat can cause: 
1. Weight gain (which can lead to 

obesity)
2. Raise cholesterol (this narrows 

arteries making it harder for the 
blood to travel around, putting you 
at risk of heart disease).

Skeletal issues
Rickets -Soft and weak bones, 
this occurs in children with a 
calcium or vitamin D 
deficiency.  Can cause pain in 
the bones.

Osteoporosis - It is a bone 
disease that weakens bones 
and makes them brittle, 
increasing the chance of them 
breaking from simply falls.

Tooth decay - Plaque is a 
sticky substance that contains 
lots of bacteria. It builds up on 
your teeth over time. Bacteria 
feeds on sugars and create 
acids that can destroy tooth 
enamel and cause tooth decay. 

Example exam questions:
Explain three causes of obesity (6 marks) 
What is the function of sugary and starchy carbohydrates (2 marks) 
Why is protein especially important for children? (2 marks) 
What are the functions of fat? (3 marks)
List 5 food sources of plant based protein (5 marks) 

How does starch thicken a sauce (2 marks)
Give an example of fruit that turns brown due to enzyme browning (1 
mark)
Which is the best type of flour to use when bread making and why. (3 
marks) 

Dietary related health problems Food Science 
Starch gelatinisation
The starch particles absorb the liquid and swell when heated.  The starch granules 
burst open and release their starch into the liquid. This causes the liquid to thicken. 
The more starch, the thicker the liquid. 

Enzyme Browning
Enzymes in fruit cause then to ripen. When you slice fruits, the oxygen in the air 
turns the fruit brown. Enzymes in the fruit speed up this process. E.g. apples and 

pears.

Shortening 
Shortening gives foods a crumbly texture. When you rub butter into flour you cover 
the flour particles with fat, this gives the flour a waterproof coating. This prevents 
the long gluten molecules from forming when the liquid is added to the flour. This 
means the dough cannot become stretchy and baked goods like shortbread keep a 
‘short’ (firm and crumbly) hence the name shortening. 

Ingredient Function

Strong white 
bread flour

High in gluten to give the bread structure.
Bulking ingredient of the dough.

Salt Gives flavour.

Sugar Food for the yeast so it can multiply quickly.

Yeast When given food (sugar) and warmth and moisture (water) it 
ferments producing co2 and alcohol which helps the dough rise 
and become light and fluffy.

Warm water This activates the yeast so it can start to ferment.

Bread making 
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The Eatwell guide 
The Eatwell guide
The Eatwell guide is a government guide designed to show you the proportions of different foods groups you 
should eat over a day or more. 
Tips on making healthy choices from the eatwell guide: 
Fruit and vegetables: eat 5 portions of fruit and vegetables a day, this should make up 1/3 of your plate a day, 
fresh, frozen, canned, dried and fruit juice/smoothies all count, don’t exceed 150ml of fruit juice/smoothie a day 
as it can cause tooth decay, try snacking on fruit over high sugar and fat foods, 
Potatoes, bread, rice, pasta and other starchy carbohydrates: choose non-sugary cereals, leave the skin on 
potatoes, choose wholemeal options of foods such as bread, rice and pasta. 
Oils and spreads: choose unsaturated fats such as vegetable oils and margarine over butter, use in small amounts.
Dairy and alternatives: choose lower fat options such as skimmed milk and low fat and salt cheese, choose low 
sugar yogurts and add fruit as a natural sweetener.
Beans, pulses, fish, eggs, meat and other proteins: eat more beans and pulses as they are high in fibre and fill you 
up for longer, cut the visible fat off meat, choose lower fat meat options, eat 2 portions of fish a week. 
Water: drink 2-3 litres of water a day, choose lower sugar option drinks. 

1. Base your meals 
on starchy 
carbohydrates

• This should make up 1/3 of your diet
• Chose high fibre, whole grain options e.g. pasta, rice
• Try to include one starchy food with each meal 

5. Eat less salt –
no more than 6g a 
day for adults

• Eating too much salt can raise blood pressure, this puts 
you at high risk of heart disease or a stroke

• Most of the salt you eat is already in food, check the 
labels to help you choose low salt options 

2. Eat lots of fruit 
and vegetables

• Try adding a banana to cereal or swap crisps for fruit
• Always serve main meals with two vegetables
• Beans and pulses can count as 1 of your 5 portions

6. Get active and 
be a healthy 
weight

• Regular exercise can reduce your risk of getting serious 
health conditions 

• Aim for 150 minutes of exercise a week

3. Eat more fish –
including one portion 
of oily fish

• Fish is a source of protein and vitamins and minerals
• It contains omega 3 (good for eyes, skin, brain heart)
• Oily fish includes: salmon, herring, mackerel, sardines

7. Don't get 
thirsty

• 6-8 cups a day, 2-3 litres
• Avoid sugary and fizzy drinks as they’re bad for teeth
• Remember fruit juice and smoothies is also high in sugar

4. Cut down on 
saturated fat and 
sugar

• All types of fat are high in energy and should be eaten 
in small amounts

• Excess sugar can cause weight gain and tooth decay 

8. Don't skip 
breakfast

• Kick starts you for the day
• choose healthy low fat, sugar and salt and high fibre 
• Choose low sugar cereals and granola 

8 Guidelines for Healthy Eating
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Reference intake 

Example exam questions:
Seasonal produce and air miles
What are the advantage of buying 
locally produced, seasonal produce? (6 
marks) 
Explain the disadvantages of buying 
imported foods. (10 marks)
Explain the term ‘air miles’ (3 marks) 
Explain the term ‘seasonal produce’ (3 
marks) 
How might a restaurant use the fact 
they only use 

Food packaging
Compare the two dishes and explain 
which dish is a healthier choice. Use 
the traffic light system to help you 
with your answer (6 marks).
Why is it important to include a 
vegetarian symbol on food packaging 
of vegetarian products? (2 marks)

You'll see reference intakes referred to on food labels. They show you the maximum amount of calories and nutrients 
you should eat in a day. Most packaging has a colour coded label on the front to help you make healthy choices. 

Reference in take amounts:
Kcal (calories) – 2000
Total Fat -70g
Saturated fat – 20g
Sugar – 90g
Salt – less that 6g

Reference intakes are not meant to be targets. They just give you a rough idea of how much energy you should be eating each 
day, and how much fat, sugar, salt and so on.
The percentages represent how much of your reference intake is in the product, e.g. the product has 3.0g of FAT in it, that is 
4% of 70g of fat. 

Food Packaging 

Red means HIGH in that nutrient
Amber means MEDIUM in that nutrient
Green means LOW in that nutrient 

Giving farmers a fair 
price for their products.

Forest Stewardship 
Council – helping 
effectively manage 
forests.

Suitable for home 
freezing.

Eggs have been produced 
to the highest standards 
of food safety. 

Vegetarian approved –
free from animal 
products.

This product can be 
recycled. 

A British organisation 
that promotes and 
regulates food quality.

Tidy man – do not 
litter.

Food which abides by the 
Islamic law. The Islamic way 
of slaughtering is cutting the 
throat and draining the blood. 

An ethical food label –
helping farm animals 
have a good life.

Food packaging
Food is packaged to protect the 
product during transport and whilst 
sitting on shelves.

Why is food labelling important?
Symbols on packaging show important 
information to customers.
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Year 9 Knowledge organiser: 

Global challenges

Topics covered

✓ Types of challenges

✓ Population and resources

✓ Poverty and Wealth 

inequality

✓ Settlements and 

environmental quality

✓ Resource exploitation and 

environment

✓ Ecosystems and biodiversity

✓ Global Warming and 

Climate Change

Key Terms Used in 

this Unit

• Over-population

• Resource Consumption

• Water access

• Electrification

• Literacy

• Environmental Hazards

• Freedom

• Standard of Living

• Greenhouse gases

• Disease

• Global warming

• Climate Change

• Biodegradable plastics

• Pollution

• Deforestation

• Biodiversity

• Sustainability

• Transport

• Conservation

Skills

❑ To research using ICT 

❑ To interpret a variety of graphs/infographics

❑ To use mapping to investigate deforestation 

and urbanisation

❑ To understand different opinions and 

viewpoints

❑ To write a detailed piece of extended writing

❑ To use ICT/MS Office to present to my class

Produce a Poster explaining these ideas.

1. I can describe global scale challenges

2. I can describe how human populations are un-equal

3. I can describe how human activities are damaging the environment 

4. I can explain why opinions vary on solving global challenges

5. I can discuss ideas for a sustainable future

Places and 

Environments

❖ Amazon 

rainforest

❖ Antarctica and 

Arctic

❖ India

❖ China

❖ Germany

❖ Tuvalu

❖ Maldives
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Year 9 Knowledge Organiser:

Local Fieldwork Project

- Norwich

Topics covered

✓ What is Norwich like?

✓ Natural/man-made features 

How is Norwich changing?

✓ Do geographical ideas and 

theories work in Norwich?

✓ What are data types?

✓ How can I collect data?

✓ How can I present data?

✓ What does my data tell 

me?

Key Terms Used in 

this Unit

❑ Primary data

❑ Secondary data

❑ Hypothesis

❑ Transect

❑ Sampling

❑ Bi-polar analysis

❑ Fieldsketch

❑ Pie chart

❑ Scattergraph

❑ Radar graph

❑ Correlation

❑ Proportional symbols

❑ Averages 

(mean/mode/median)

❑ Conclusion

❑ Judgement

❑ Reliability

❑ Limitations

❑ Evaluation

Skills

❑ To use GIS (digital mapping) to describe/ 

locate my local area

❑ To use mapping to investigate features

❑ To collect primary (my own) data on my local 

environment (could also be secondary data)

❑ To construct tables/graphs/sketches to record 

observations

❑ To write a detailed analysis of results

Produce a piece of fieldwork on these topics using the ideas on 

this knowledge organiser.

1. I can define my local area

2. I can describe different areas within Norwich

3. I can ask geographical questions about my local area

4. I can test ideas and theories about my local area

5. I can report on the findings of my local area investigation

Places and 

Environments

❖ Open Academy

❖ Heartsease

❖ Norwich

❖ Trowse

❖ Riverside

❖ Anglia Square

❖ Gentlemans

Walk

❖ ChapelfieldDesigned by KMU for Open Academy 2019
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The aim of a knowledge organiser is to do what it says on the tin – to help you organise and 
consolidate your knowledge! Of course, there are an infinite number of ways in which this can be done, 

and will depend very much on the choices of the individual. Below you will find some suggestions of 
possible tasks that could be completed with the use of your knowledge organiser.

Re-write this information for a primary school child. This is harder than it sounds! What key words will 
you need to define for them?
Re-write a page using 10 key facts or illustrations.
Produce a timeline of all the main events – either on one particular topic or, for a challenge, everything 
you have studied so far!
Design a museum; what artefacts would you include to represent the facts in the knowledge organiser?
Design a time capsule; what would you put in it to represent History learned so far in each knowledge 
organiser?
Write a 20 question quiz (with answers). You could send this to a friend in your year, a member of your 
family or test yourself in 2 weeks’ time.
Write a creative story – pick one of the historical figures and do it from their point of view.
Write a role play from a moment in History using the knowledge organiser. Involve other people from 
your family!
Make a poster titled “Keep Calm and learn about History”. Use the knowledge organiser to illustrate.
Write a monologue from one of the historical figures. How would they feel about the events going on 
around them?
Teach a History lesson to someone else in your house using the knowledge organiser.
Pick an event in History and produce a cartoon strip or storyboard from it.
Pick an event in History and draw the scene.
Pick an event or person from the knowledge organiser and explain why they are the most important 
event or theme to learn about in History.
Pick an event and write a creative news article about it.
Imagine you can have a tea party with someone from History from the KO. Who would you invite and 
why? What would you talk about and what would you eat/drink?
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